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The various cells including migrating cells acquire polarity in order to exert their specificAbstract of

‘ ’Research functions. Inflammatory cells, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells become migrating cells

upon the stimulation by various external signals. When the cells are stimulated with theProject

signals, actin polymerization is accelerated beneath cell membranes, followed by the

formation of the leading edge toward the signals. Microtubules are then reoriented and

subsequently targeted to the actin filaments in the leading edge, which results in

reorientation of MTOC and in establishment of cell polarity. Various proteins and vesicles

are transported along the microtubules. However, the mechanism underlying the cell

polarity of migrating cells is largely unknown. Neurons also have the cell polarity. Neurons

usually extend a single axon and several dendrites from the cell body. Neurons receive

signals from dendrites and transmit signals through an axon. Axon and dendrites are

differentiated from the common immature neurites during development. However, it is not

clear how neuronal cells make a fate decision of axon or dendrites among immature neurites

to establish neuronal polarity. The Rho family GTPases are known to control cytoskeletons,

adhesions, and vesicle transport. The Rho family GTPases are thought to regulate cell

polarity through the regulation of cytoskeletons, adhesions, and vesicle transport. However, it

remains to be clarified how the Rho family GTPases regulate the cell polarity. The first

purpose of this project is to clarify the extracellular signals which control the cell polarity of

inflammatory cells, fibroblasts, endothelial cells, and neuronal cells, and their signal

transduction acting on the Rho family GTPases. The second purpose of the research is to

understand the control mechanism underlying the microtubule dynamics and vesicle transport

by the Rho family GTPases. The result obtained in this research will shed light not only on

cell biology, but also on medical research for better understanding of the causes of various

diseases including arteriosclerosis, neuro-degenerative diseases, and cancer cell invasion.
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